Drug resistance mutations and the cellular immune response: a valuable synergy for the development of novel immune therapies.
The escape of HIV-1 is a cardinal feature of the virus and a major hindrance to the development of effective therapeutic strategies. In highly active antiretroviral therapy-treated patients, the virus is subjected to selective pressures from cellular immune response directed against the viral proteome and antiretroviral treatment targetting a few genes of the HIV-1 genome. This review will focus on the relationship between these two pressures and its potential advantage in the development of novel immune therapies. Recent studies have investigated the conflicting selective forces between viral fitness and escape to immunological and therapeutic pressures in natural HIV infection and the SIV model. Simultaneous pressures driven by cytotoxic T lymphocytes and highly active antiretroviral therapy could potentially reduce viral fitness, leading to better control of the viral load. Two studies have described a potential therapeutic vaccine strategy against viral escape mutant epitopes from reverse transcriptase inhibitors. The emergence of multidrug-resistant viruses is associated with enhanced T-cell-mediated immune response as a possible consequence of reduced viral fitness. Amino acid substitutions generate potential cytotoxic T-lymphocyte epitopes that may elicit new reactivities against mutated viruses. Both could significantly enhance the immune response through direct and indirect mechanisms.